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Resumen

Una Red de Procesadores Evolutivos o NEP (por sus siglas en inglés), es un modelo

computacional inspirado por el modelo evolutivo de las células, espećıficamente por las

reglas de multiplicación de las mismas. Esta inspiración hace que el modelo sea una

abstracción sintáctica de la manipulación de información de las células. En particu-

lar, una NEP define una máquina de cómputo teórica capaz de resolver problemas NP

completos de manera eficiente en términos de tiempo. En la práctica, se espera que

las NEP simuladas en máquinas computacionales convencionales puedan resolver prob-

lemas reales complejos (que requieran ser altamente escalables) a cambio de una alta

complejidad espacial.

En el modelo NEP, las células están representadas por palabras que codifican sus

secuencias de ADN. Informalmente, en cualquier momento de cómputo del sistema, su

estado evolutivo se describe como un colección de palabras, donde cada una de ellas

representa una célula. Estos momentos fijos de evolución se denominan configuraciones.

De manera similar al modelo biológico, las palabras (células) mutan y se dividen en

base a bio-operaciones sencillas, pero solo aquellas palabras aptas (como ocurre de

forma parecida en proceso de selección natural) serán conservadas para la siguiente

configuración.

Una NEP como herramienta de computación, define una arquitectura paralela y

distribuida de procesamiento simbólico, en otras palabras, una red de procesadores de

lenguajes. Desde el momento en que el modelo fue propuesto a la comunidad cient́ıfica

en el año 2001, múltiples variantes se han desarrollado y sus propiedades respecto a la

completitud computacional, eficiencia y universalidad han sido ampliamente estudiadas

y demostradas. En la actualidad, por tanto, podemos considerar que el modelo teórico

NEP se encuentra en el estadio de la madurez.

La motivación principal de este Proyecto de Fin de Grado, es proponer una aproxi-
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mación práctica que permita dar un salto del modelo teórico NEP a una implantación

real que permita su ejecución en plataformas computacionales de alto rendimiento, con

el fin de solucionar problemas complejos que demanda la sociedad actual. Hasta el

momento, las herramientas desarrolladas para la simulación del modelo NEP, si bien

correctas y con resultados satisfactorios, normalmente están atadas a su entorno de

ejecución, ya sea el uso de hardware espećıfico o implementaciones particulares de un

problema. En este contexto, el propósito fundamental de este trabajo es el desarrollo

de Nepfix, una herramienta genérica y extensible para la ejecución de cualquier algo-

ritmo de un modelo NEP (o alguna de sus variantes), ya sea de forma local, como una

aplicación tradicional, o distribuida utilizando los servicios de la nube.

Nepfix es una aplicación software desarrollada durante 7 meses y que actualmente

se encuentra en su segunda iteración, una vez abandonada la fase de prototipo. Nepfix

ha sido diseñada como una aplicación modular escrita en Java 8 y autocontenida, es

decir, no requiere de un entorno de ejecución espećıfico (cualquier máquina virtual de

Java es un contenedor válido).

Nepfix contiene dos componentes o módulos. El primer módulo corresponde a la

ejecución de una NEP y es por lo tanto, el simulador. Para su desarrollo, se ha tenido

en cuenta el estado actual del modelo, es decir, las definiciones de los procesadores y

filtros más comunes que conforman la familia del modelo NEP. Adicionalmente, este

componente ofrece flexibilidad en la ejecución, pudiendo ampliar las capacidades del

simulador sin modificar Nepfix, usando para ello un lenguaje de scripting. Dentro del

desarrollo de este componente, también se ha definido un estándar de representación del

modelo NEP basado en el formato JSON y se propone una forma de representación y

codificación de las palabras, necesaria para la comunicación entre servidores. Adicional-

mente, una caracteŕıstica importante de este componente, es que se puede considerar

una aplicación aislada y por tanto, la estrategia de distribución y ejecución son total-

mente independientes.

El segundo módulo, corresponde a la distribución de Nepfix en la nube. Este de-

sarrollo es el resultado de un proceso de i+D, que tiene una componente cient́ıfica

considerable. Vale la pena resaltar el desarrollo de este módulo no sólo por los resul-

tados prácticos esperados, sino por el proceso de investigación que se se debe abordar
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con esta nueva perspectiva para la ejecución de sistemas de computación natural.

La principal caracteŕıstica de las aplicaciones que se ejecutan en la nube es que son

gestionadas por la plataforma y normalmente se encapsulan en un contenedor. En el

caso de Nepfix, este contenedor es una aplicación Spring que utiliza el protocolo HTTP

o AMQP para comunicarse con el resto de instancias.

Como valor añadido, Nepfix aborda dos perspectivas de implementación distintas

(que han sido desarrolladas en dos iteraciones diferentes) del modelo de distribución y

ejecución, que tienen un impacto muy significativo en las capacidades y restricciones

del simulador.

En concreto, la primera iteración utiliza un modelo de ejecución aśıncrono. En

esta perspectiva aśıncrona, los componentes de la red NEP (procesadores y filtros) son

considerados como elementos reactivos a la necesidad de procesar una palabra. Esta

implementación es una optimización de una topoloǵıa común en el modelo NEP que

permite utilizar herramientas de la nube para lograr un escalado transparente (en lo ref-

erente al balance de carga entre procesadores) pero produce efectos no deseados como

indeterminación en el orden de los resultados o imposibilidad de distribuir eficiente-

mente redes fuertemente interconectadas.

Por otro lado, la segunda iteración corresponde al modelo de ejecución śıncrono.

Los elementos de una red NEP siguen un ciclo inicio-cómputo-sincronización hasta que

el problema se ha resuelto. Esta perspectiva śıncrona representa fielmente al modelo

teórico NEP pero el proceso de sincronización es costoso y requiere de infraestructura

adicional. En concreto, se requiere un servidor de colas de mensajes RabbitMQ. Sin

embargo, en esta perspectiva los beneficios para problemas suficientemente grandes

superan a los inconvenientes, ya que la distribución es inmediata (no hay restricciones),

aunque el proceso de escalado no es trivial.

En definitiva, el concepto de Nepfix como marco computacional se puede considerar

satisfactorio: la tecnoloǵıa es viable y los primeros resultados confirman que las carac-

teŕısticas que se buscaban originalmente se han conseguido. Muchos frentes quedan

abiertos para futuras investigaciones. En este documento se proponen algunas aproxi-

maciones a la solución de los problemas identificados como la recuperación de errores y

la división dinámica de una NEP en diferentes subdominios. Por otra parte, otros prob-
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lemas, lejos del alcance de este proyecto, quedan abiertos a un futuro desarrollo como

por ejemplo, la estandarización de la representación de las palabras y optimizaciones

en la ejecución del modelo śıncrono.

Finalmente, algunos resultados preliminares de este Proyecto de Fin de Grado han

sido presentados recientemente en formato de art́ıculo cient́ıfico en la “International

Work-Conference on Artificial Neural Networks (IWANN)-2015” y publicados en “Ad-

vances in Computational Intelligence” volumen 9094 de “Lecture Notes in Computer

Science” de Springer International Publishing. Lo anterior, es una confirmación de que

este trabajo más que un Proyecto de Fin de Grado, es solo el inicio de un trabajo que

puede tener mayor repercusión en la comunidad cient́ıfica.
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Abstract

Network of Evolutionary Processors -NEP is a computational model inspired by

the evolution of cell populations, which might model some properties of evolving cell

communities at the syntactical level. NEP defines theoretical computing devices able to

solve NP complete problems in an efficient manner. In this model, cells are represented

by words which encode their DNA sequences. Informally, at any moment of time, the

evolutionary system is described by a collection of words, where each word represents

one cell. Cells belong to species and their community evolves according to mutations

and division which are defined by operations on words. Only those cells are accepted as

surviving (correct) ones which are represented by a word in a given set of words, called

the genotype space of the species. This feature is analogous with the natural process

of evolution.

Formally, NEP is based on an architecture for parallel and distributed processing,

in other words, a network of language processors. Since the date when NEP was pro-

posed, several extensions and variants have appeared engendering a new set of models

named Networks of Bio-inspired Processors (NBP). During this time, several works

have proved the computational power of NBP. Specifically, their efficiency, universality,

and computational completeness have been thoroughly investigated. Therefore, we can

say that the NEP model has reached its maturity.

The main motivation for this End of Grade project (EOG project in short) is to

propose a practical approximation that allows to close the gap between theoretical NEP

model and a practical implementation in high performing computational platforms in

order to solve some of high the high complexity problems society requires today. Up

until now tools developed to simulate NEPs, while correct and successful, are usu-

ally tightly coupled to the execution environment, using specific software frameworks

(Hadoop) or direct hardware usage (GPUs). Within this context the main purpose
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of this work is the development of Nepfix, a generic and extensible tool that aims to

execute algorithms based on NEP model and compatible variants in a local way, similar

to a traditional application or in a distributed cloud environment.

Nepfix as an application was developed during a 7 month cycle and is undergoing

its second iteration once the prototype period was abandoned. Nepfix is designed as

a modular self-contained application written in Java 8, that is, no additional external

dependencies are required and it does not rely on an specific execution environment,

any JVM is a valid container.

Nepfix is made of two components or modules. The first module corresponds to

the NEP execution and therefore simulation. During the development the current state

of the theoretical model was used as a reference including most common filters and

processors. Additionally extensibility is provided by the use of Python as a scripting

language to run custom logic. Along with the simulation a definition language for

NEP has been defined based on JSON as well as a mechanisms to represent words

and their possible manipulations. NEP simulator is isolated from distribution and as

mentioned before different applications that include it as a dependency are possible,

the distribution of NEPs is an example of this.

The second module corresponds to executing Nepfix in the cloud. The development

carried a heavy R&D process since this front was not explored by other research groups

until now. It’s important to point out that the development of this module is not

focused on results at this point in time, instead we focus on feasibility and discovery of

this new perspective to execute natural computing systems and NEPs specifically.

The main properties of cloud applications is that they are managed by the platform

and are encapsulated in a container. For Nepfix a Spring application becomes the

container and the HTTP or AMQP protocols are used for communication with the rest

of the instances. Different execution perspectives were studied, namely asynchronous

and synchronous models were developed for solving different kind of problems using

NEPs. Different limitations and restrictions manifest in both models and are explored

in detail in the respective chapters.

In conclusion we can consider that Nepfix as a computational framework is suc-

cessful: Cloud technology is ready for the challenge and the first results reassure that
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the properties Nepfix project pursued were met. Many investigation branches are left

open for future investigations. In this EOG implementation guidelines are proposed for

some of them like error recovery or dynamic NEP splitting. On the other hand other

interesting problems that were not in the scope of this project were identified during

development like word representation standardization or NEP model optimizations.

As a confirmation that the results of this work can be useful to the scientific com-

munity a preliminary version of this project was published in The International Work-

Conference on Artificial Neural Networks (IWANN) in May 2015. Development has

not stopped since that point and while Nepfix in it’s current state can not be consid-

ered a final product the most relevant ideas, possible problems and solutions that were

produced during the seven months development cycle are worthy to be gathered and

presented giving a meaning to this EOG work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Bio-inspired computational models

A branch of Natural Computing investigates computational techniques, models of com-

putation and computational devices inspired by nature. In the last two decades, a

great interest has been devoted to propose natural computing models. Within this

interested, some bio-inspired computational models based on Formal Theory Language

have emerged as theoretical devices able to solve NP complete problems in an efficient

way. Bio-inspired computational models are inspired in the form in that the nature

computes from a syntactical and qualitative point of view focused in the nature in-

trinsic properties. These properties are the parallelism, the distribution of the cellular

tasks and the non determinism in the natural processes. These models have reached a

maturity level and in some aspects proved their computational power.

Some of well known bio-inspired models based on Formal Language Theory are:

Membrane Computing and Networks of Evolutionary Processors - NEP.

Membrane Computing was introduced in [Păun, 1998]. In this model the biological

element serving as a source of inspiration is the living cell. The living cell abstraction is

considered in a high level (as the neuron in the Evolutionary Computation). The focus

in this abstraction is the membrane structure in the living cell which generates well

compartmentalized spaces within it. This internal structure, their functionality and

the complex relation with the environment also are part of the bio-inspired abstraction

1
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of this model. Membrane Computing has achieved a considerable development both in

theoretical and practical point of view.

On the other hand, Networks of Evolutionary Processors (NEP) introduced in

[Mitrana et al., 2003a] form a class of highly parallel and distributed computing models

inspired and abstracted from the biological evolution. NEP resembles a pretty common

architecture for parallel and distributed symbolic processing, related to the Connec-

tion Machine [Hillis, 1981] which was defined as a network of microprocessors in the

shape of a hypercube microprocessor in a very simple way, processing one bit per unit

time [Mitrana et al., 2012a]. NEP can be closely related with the tissue-like P sys-

tems [Mart́ın-Vide et al., 2002] in Membrane computing. Now, NEP model becomes a

part of a family of bio-inspired computational models named Networks of Bio-inspired

Processors (NBP). NBP is constituted by Network of Evolutionary Processors - NEP,

Networks of Splicing Processors (NSP), Networks of Genetic Processors (NGP) and

Network of Polarized Evolutionary Processors. NBP models have been widely investi-

gated from a theoretical point of view.

Up to now, it has not been possible to have implementations either in vivo nor in

vitro of many bio-inspired models. The only way to analyze and execute these devices

is through hardware and software simulators which must be able to encapsulate the

inherent parallelism and the efficiency in their computations. Nowadays, simulators for

these models only cover many software applications (multicore desktop or clusters of

computers) and some hardware implementations (GPU’s, FPG’s and microcontrollers).

However, most of them, are not able to handle the size of non trivial problems within

a massively parallel environment.

Software simulators for bio-inspired computational models are tools that help the

researchers to extract results from a model without the need of having a real imple-

mentation. In particular, software simulators for NEP founded in the literature, are

not suitable approaches to overcome the drawbacks of “specific” hardware and simula-

tors run on conventional computers. In addition, these simulators are not suitable in

the efficient manipulation of the solutions of hard problems with a non trivial size and

resources. When the models have to be simulated on conventional computers, the total

amount of space needed to simulate the model and to actually run the algorithm usu-
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ally becomes exponential. This may be one of the main reasons of natural computing

techniques can fail.

Next, we present the motivation and justification of why Nepfix is a contribution

in the field of the simulators for bio-inspired computational models and the objectives

that this project addressed.

1.2 Motivation and Justification

As mentioned before the total amount of space needed to simulate the model and

to actually run the algorithms using NEPs usually becomes exponential. In general,

these implementations of NEPs addressed this problem using machine resources from a

higher level of abstraction (multicore desktop or clusters of computers) being this one

of the main reasons of natural computing techniques are not used for solve real complex

problems [Gómez-Canaval et al., 2015].

In conclusion, the current software simulators of NEP model are not able to han-

dle the size of non trivial problems within a massively parallel environment, scale its

resources under demand and realize an optimal management of them.

Positive results in NEP implementations were obtained by the clusters architecture

proposed in [Navarrete et al., 2011]. In this work, they suggest that the scalability is

viable in other massively parallel platforms which should could help to minimize the

dependencies between master and slaves clusters and therefore the bottleneck manifests

in the communications protocols.

Massive cloud platforms have demonstrated to be a suitable model for the provi-

sioning of resources to those scientific communities that are typically excluded by the

access to supercomputing infrastructures or whose experiments require a variable de-

mand of resources thus enabling a reduction of maintenance costs [Lezzi et al., 2013].

The ease of access to large computational infrastructures, the reduction (sometimes

elimination) of maintenance paired with their efficiency and high parallelism convert to

the cloud platforms an ideal to deployment complex stable solutions for massive data

processing solutions. Nowadays, there is an intensified focus on new models useful for

specific kinds of processing. On top of distributed storage systems many solutions ded-
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icated for particular tasks are located, for example fast random access data, pipeline

processing, graph computations, etc., [White, 2010]. Therefore, we are witnessing the

consolidation of the on-demand cloud elastic architectures as a parallel and distributed

framework to compute general purpose applications.

As a result we consider that one possible solution is to explore any cloud platform

which has already solved the scaling problem in a similar web service domain and

translate or map it to NEP simulation. The mapping is not 1:1 so technical problems

and feasibility investigations are required being this one of the motivations to develop

Nepfix.

1.3 Objectives

In this project, we propose a novel parallel and distributed framework named Nepfix.

This framework cover both a cloud elastic architecture and a computational simulator.

Nepfix is able to simulate bio-inspired computational models of the Networks of Evo-

lutionary Processors (NEP) and some of their variants using on-demand cloud elastic

architecture proposed. Up to our knowledge, Nepfix is the first parallel and distributed

on-demand cloud development for NEP model. Previuos results about NEP simulators

(thereafter mentioned in Section 3.3) suggest that other massively and distributed ar-

chitectures can overcome the drawback of the existing solutions that implement and

simulate bio-inspired computational models. In this context, we consider that on-

demand cloud elastic architectures and Nepfix framework are a suitable developments

to overcome these drawbacks for NEP simulations. Moreover, we considerer that these

contributions are the first step to minimize the gap between the NEP models and their

applicability to real complex problems.

In addition, in order to offer the researchers an usable and affordable computational

framework, Nepfix in it is current state, can be executed under two modes: standalone

or in a cloud computing platform. This aspect is fundamental for NEP designers since

cloud deployment is not trivial and debugging is restricted.

In this context, we are interested in two implementation perspectives for Nepfix, namely:
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asynchronous and synchronous simulations. Although theoretical definition of NEP

model is actually synchronous (as is their bio-inspired nature), we consider that asyn-

chronous nature of some real problems can be interesting in order to be modeled. Thus,

Nepfix must be able to allow the definition of both asynchronous and synchronous mod-

els, both running on the same platform with totally different outcome, limitations and

capabilities.

The main implementation principles of this project could be summarized as follows:

• To provide a platform in which simulation could be performed by a dynamic set

of computers that could join (and leave) at any moment the other computer to

help in the simulation.

• When more than one computer are simulating a NEP, none needs to know the

whole system. The only scenario in which one computer stores the complete

system is when there is only one computer solving the problem. When a new

computer enrolls the system, each computer only knows the part of the systems

assigned to it.

• To delegate, as much as possible, some tasks (mainly those concerning commu-

nications between computers) to well known, tested and efficient state-of-the-art

tools.

Finally, Nepfix is designed as a software project which takes account all good soft-

ware practices like code design and revision, versioning and testing were strictly fol-

lowed. However the scope of this work is not to produce extensive documentation about

these practices, instead we provide the results, in the form of both ideas and implemen-

tations, of the investigation process that led to develop this project.

1.4 Structure of this document

This document is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we briefly describe the theoretical

background related with the formal definition of the NEP model family. Chapter 3
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describes the main computational frameworks in the Natural Computing field, some

characteristics of the cloud elastic architectures in relation to some software develop-

ments in scientific areas are mentioned and finally, the main existing contributions

in the NEP software simulation are discussed. Chapter 4 describes our first contri-

bution: the distributed architecture to simulate NEPs using on-demand cloud elastic

computation. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 describe our second contribution consisting in

the implementation of the simulator based on the our proposed architecture over two

perspectives: asynchronous and synchronous computation respectively. Chapter 7 dis-

cuss the results obtained in the computational simulation of NEP algorithms using our

simulator. Finally, in Chapter 8 the results, conclusions and future work are discussed.

Since we consider that an important aspect of this project is its scientific rele-

vance and owing to scope of structure of this document, everything about the soft-

ware development including documentation related with analysis, design, codification,

testing and so on, is relegated to the software project documentation web: https:

//github.com/pabloogc/nepfix. Moreover, in this web site, all the code developed

for this project work that is opensourced is available under the MIT License.

https://github.com/pabloogc/nepfix
https://github.com/pabloogc/nepfix


Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

2.1 Introduction

Bio-inspired computational models are able to solve NP complete problems in an effi-

cient manner by abstracting from a computational point of view, the way in which the

nature computes. Networks of Evolutionary Processors (NEP) is one of the most well

known bio-inspired models based on the Formal Language Theory [Mitrana et al., 2001].

In particular, NEP is directly inspired from the behavior of cell populations. Every cell

is described by a set of words, evolving by mutations, which are represented by opera-

tions on these words, resembling the manner carried out by DNA strings. At the end

of the process, only the cells with correct strings will survive. This model represents a

basic architecture for parallel and distributed computing able to resolve NP problems.

In general terms, NEP is intended to be used as an universal problem solver.

In an informal way, NEP can be defined as a graph whose nodes are processors which

perform very simple operations over strings sending them again to other nodes. The

operations included in the basic model are well defined as follows: erasing and adding a

symbol, replacing a symbol with other, and splicing two strings. Every node has filters

that block some strings from being sent and/or received. As computing devices, NEPs

alternate evolutionary and communicating steps, until a predefined stopping condition

is fulfilled. All the processors change their contents at the same time in each evolution-

ary step. In the communicating steps, the strings that pass the corresponding filters are

7
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written on the graph and the strings, that pass their input filters to build their contents

for next steps, are taken from the graph. NEP had been widely investigated from a theo-

retical point of view, namely: NEPs as language generating devices and problem solvers

have been considered in [Mitrana et al., 2003a] and [Mitrana et al., 2003b]; NEPs as ac-

cepting devices and problem solvers have been considered in [Margenstern et al., 2005];

characterization of the complexity classes NP, P, and PSPACE based on accepting NEPs

has been reported in [Manea et al., 2010a]; universal NEPs and some descriptional com-

plexity problems are discussed in [Manea and Mitrana, 2007]. The reader interested in

a survey of the main results regarding NEPs is referred to [Manea et al., 2010b].

In this Chapter, we introduce NEP model in a formal may in order to facilitate at the

reader, the understanding of the rest of the Chapters in this document. We follow the

formal definitions as were introduced in [Mitrana et al., 2003a, Mitrana et al., 2012b,

Mitrana et al., 2012a].

An alphabet is a finite and nonempty set of symbols. The cardinality of a finite set

A is written card(A). Any sequence of symbols from an alphabet V is called word over

V . The set of all words over V is denoted by V ∗ and the empty word is denoted by ε.

The length of a word x is denoted by |x| while |x|a denotes the number of occurrences

of the symbol a in x. A homomorphism from the monoid V ∗ into the monoid (group)

of additive integers Z is called valuation of V ∗ in Z.

The rewriting operations described in [Mitrana et al., 2003a, Mitrana et al., 2012b,

Mitrana et al., 2012a] are linguistic formulations of punctual mutations of nucleotides.

In particular, it says that a rule a→ b with a, b ∈ V ∪ ε is a substitution rule if both a

and b are not ε; it is a deletion rule if a 6= ε and b = ε; it is an insertion rule if a = ε

and b 6= ε. The set of all substitution, deletion, and insertion rules over an alphabet

V are denoted by SubV , DelV , and InsV , respectively. Given a rule σ as above and a

word w ∈ V ∗, it is defined the following actions of σ on w:

• If σ ≡ a→ b ∈ SubV , then σ(w) =

{
{ubv : ∃u, v ∈ V ∗ (w = uav)},
{w}, otherwise.

Then, a substitution rule a −→ b is applied to a string (one of its copies) in the usual
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way (one occurrence of a, nondeterministically chosen, is replaced by b). Note that the

same rule may replace different occurrences of the same symbol in different copies of

the same string. Therefore, the model implicitly assume that each string appears in an

arbitrarily large number of copies.

• If σ ≡ a→ ε ∈ DelV , then σ(w) =

{
{uv : ∃u, v ∈ V ∗ (w = uav)},
{w}, otherwise

• If σ ≡ ε→ a ∈ InsV , then σ(w) = {uav : ∃ u, v ∈ V ∗ (w = uv)}

For every rule σ and L ⊆ V ∗, it is defined the action of σ on L by σ(L) =
⋃
w∈L σ(w).

Given a finite set of rules M , it is defined the action of M on the word w and the

language L by:

M(w) =
⋃
σ∈M

σ(w) and M(L) =
⋃
w∈L

M(w),

respectively.

Definition 1 :

An evolutionary processor over V is a 5-tupla (M,PI, FI, PO, FO) [Mitrana et al., 2003a],

[Mitrana et al., 2012b]):

• M is a set of substitution, deletion or insertion rules over the alphabet V . For-

mally, M ⊆ SubV or M ⊆ DelV or M ⊆ InsV . The set M represents the set of

evolutionary rules of the processor. As one can see, a processor is “specialized”

in one evolutionary operation, only.

• PI, FI ⊆ V are the input permitting/forbidding contexts of the processor such

that PI ∩ FI = ∅.

• PO,FO ⊆ V are the output permitting/forbidding contexts of the processor such

that PO ∩ FO = ∅.

The set of evolutionary processors over V is denoted by EPV . As we can observed,

the evolutionary processor described in Definition 1 is a mathematical concept similar
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to that of an evolutionary algorithm, both being inspired from the Darwinian evolu-

tion. As we mentioned in the Introduction, the rewriting operations we have considered

might be interpreted as mutations and the filtering process described above might be

viewed as a selection process.

Definition 2 A network of evolutionary processors (NEP for short) as is defined

in [Mitrana et al., 2003a, Mitrana et al., 2012b] is a 8-tuple Γ = (V, U,G,N, ϕ, β, xI , xO)

where:

• V and U are the input and network alphabet, respectively, V ⊆ U .

• G = (XG, EG) is an undirected graph without loops with the set of vertices’s XG

and the set of edges EG. G is called the underlying graph of the network.

• N : XG −→ EPU is a mapping which associates with each node x ∈ XG the

polarized evolutionary processor N(x) = (Mx, P Ix, F Ix, POx, FOx).

• α : XG −→ {∗, l, r}; α(x) gives the action mode of the rules of node x on the

words existing in that node.

• β : XG −→ {s, w} defines the type of the input/output filters of a node. More

precisely, for every node, x ∈ XG, the following filters are defined:

Input filter : ρx(·) = rcβ(x) (·;PIx, F Ix)

Output filter : τx(·) = rcβ(x) (·;POx;FOx)

• xI , xO ∈ XG are the input and the output node of Γ respectively.

It is said that card(XG) is the size of Γ. A configuration of a NEP Γ as above is

introduced in [Mitrana et al., 2003a] a mapping C : XG −→ 2V
∗

which associates a set

of words with every node of the graph. A configuration may be understood as the sets

of words which are present in any node at a given moment. Given a word w ∈ V ∗, the

initial configuration of Γ on w is defined by C
(w)
0 (xI) = {w} y C

(w)
0 (x) = ∅ for all x ∈
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XG − {xI}.

The dynamic of a NEP is given by evolutionary and communication steps. A config-

uration can change either by an evolutionary step or by a communication step. When

changing by a an evolutionary step, each component C(x) of the configuration C is

changed in accordance with the set of evolutionary rules Mx associated with the node x.

Formally, it is says that the configuration C ′ as was introduced in [Mitrana et al., 2003a]

is obtained in one evolutionary step from the configuration C, written as C =⇒ C ′, iff

C ′(x) = Mα(x)
x (C(x)) for all x ∈ XG (2.1)

When changing by a communication step, each node processor x ∈ XG sends one copy

of each word it has which can pass the output filter of x to all the node processors

connected to x. And it receives all the words sent by any node processor connected

with x providing that they can pass its input filter. Formally, it is says that the

configuration C ′ is obtained in one communication step from configuration C as is

defined in [Mitrana et al., 2003a] is written as C ` C ′, iff

C ′(x) = (C(x)− τ(x)(C(x))
⋃

{x,y}∈EG

(τy(C(y)) ∩ ρx(C(y)))

for all x ∈ XG. Note that words which leave a node are removed from that node. If

they cannot pass the input filter of any node, they are lost.

Other important concept in the dynamic of the NEP model is the computation con-

cept which is defined as follows. Let Γ be a NEP, the computation of Γ on the input word

w ∈ V ∗ is a sequence of configurations C
(w)
0 , C

(w)
1 , C

(w)
2 , . . . , where C

(w)
0 is the initial

configuration of Γ on w, C
(w)
2i =⇒ C

(w)
2i+1 and C

(w)
2i+1 ` C

(w)
2i+2, for all i ≥ 0. Note that the

configurations are changed by alternative steps. By the previous definitions, each config-

uration C
(w)
i is uniquely determined by the configuration C

(w)
i−1. Otherwise stated, each

computation in a NEP is deterministic [Mitrana et al., 2003a, Mitrana et al., 2012b].

Given a NEP Γ and an input word w, it is says that Γ accepts w if the computation

of Γ on w halts with a non-empty output node. If Γ halts on every input, it is says that
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Γ decides w. Let Γ be a NEP with the input alphabet V that halts on every input.

The time complexity of the finite computation C
(x)
0 , C

(x)
1 , C

(x)
2 , ..., C

(x)
m of Γ on x ∈ V ∗ is

denoted by TimeΓ(x) and equals m. The time complexity of Γ is the partial function

from N to N [Mitrana et al., 2003a, Mitrana et al., 2012b],

TimeΓ(n) = max{TimeΓ(x) | x ∈ V ∗, |x| = n}

Finally, a computation as above halts if one of the following two conditions is satis-

fied [Mitrana et al., 2003a, Mitrana et al., 2012b]:

- There exists a configuration in which the set of words existing in the output node

Out is non-empty.

- No further step is possible.

Recently in [Arroyo et al., 2014] a variant of NEP model named Networks of Polarized

Evolutionary Processors (NPEP) was introduced demonstrating that is computationally

complete. The main difference with regard to the NEP model is the filtering strategy.

Now, NPEP is able to filter words based on the polarity concept. Then, a new type

of evolutionary processor named evolutionary polarized processor has a specific polar-

ization representing an electrical charge: positive, negative or neutral. A valuation

mapping defined in the network which assign a some symbols an integer value, allows

to the processors, filter a word depending of their sign (negative, zero or positive).

Formally, NPEP model is introduced as follows.

Definition 3 A polarized evolutionary processor over V is a pair (M,α) as was in-

troduced in [Mitrana et al., 2012a] such that:

• M is a set of substitution, deletion or insertion rules over the alphabet V . For-

mally, M ⊆ SubV or M ⊆ DelV or M ⊆ InsV . The set M represents the set of

evolutionary rules of the processor. As one can see, a processor is “specialized”

in one evolutionary operation, only.

• α ∈ {−, 0,+} is the polarization of the node (negatively, neutral or positively

charged, respectively).
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Note that, in this model, the rewriting operations might be interpreted as transfor-

mations of substances within chemical reaction and the filtering strategy described by

α might be viewed as a selection process by electrical affinity.

Definition 4 A network of polarized evolutionary processors (NPEP for short) as is

defined in [Mitrana et al., 2012a] is a 7-tuple Γ = (V, U,G,R, ϕ, In,Out) such that:

• V and U are the input and network alphabet, respectively, V ⊆ U .

• G = (XG, EG) is an undirected graph without loops with the set of vertices XG

and the set of edges EG. G is called the underlying graph of the network.

• R : XG −→ EPU is a mapping which associates with each node x ∈ XG the

polarized evolutionary processor R(x) = (Mx, αx).

• ϕ is a valuation of U∗ in Z.

• In,Out ∈ XG are the input and the output node of Γ, respectively.

A configuration of a NPEP Γ [Mitrana et al., 2012a] as is introduced in the Defini-

tion 3 is a mapping C : XG −→ 2V
∗

which associates a set of words with every node of

the graph. A configuration may be understood as the sets of words which are present

in any node at a given moment. Given a word w ∈ V ∗, the initial configuration of

Γ [Mitrana et al., 2012a] on w is defined by C
(w)
0 (In) = {w} and C

(w)
0 (x) = ∅ for all

x ∈ XG\{In}.

Just as the NEP model, the dynamic of the NPEP is also given by evolutionary step or

by a communication step over the configurations. When changing by an evolutionary

step, each component C(x) of the configuration C is changed in accordance with the

set of evolutionary rules Mx associated with the node x. Formally, it is says that the

configuration C ′ is obtained in one evolutionary step [Mitrana et al., 2012a] from the

configuration C, written as C =⇒ C ′, iff

C ′(x) = Mx(C(x)) for all x ∈ XG (2.2)
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During a communication step, each node processor x ∈ XG sends out a copy of every

word with different polarity that x and receives words, coming from interconnected pro-

cessor nodes, having the same polarity than x. Formally, it is says that the configuration

C ′ is obtained in one communication step [Mitrana et al., 2012a] from configuration C,

written as C ` C ′, iff

C ′(x) = (C(x)\{w ∈ C(x) | ϕ(w) 6= αx}) ∪⋃
{x,y}∈EG

({w ∈ C(y) | αy 6= ϕ(w) = αx})

for all x ∈ XG. Moreover, note that strings with the same polarity of the node in which

they remain in that node and can be further modified in the subsequent evolutionary

steps, while words with different polarity are expelled. Further, each expelled word

from a node x that cannot enter in any node connected to x is lost.

The halting condition in NPEP model is as the NEP model. For more information

and details about the formal definitions and properties of the above NEP and NPEP

models (computational power, efficiency and descriptional complexity), we refer the

reader to [Mitrana et al., 2003a, Mitrana et al., 2012a, Arroyo et al., 2014].



Chapter 3

State of Art

It is certainly true that all simulators of natural computing models are tools helping the

researchers in the extraction of results from a model without the need of having a real

implementation. But when the model is simulated on conventional computers, we could

argue that these implementations focus too much on efficiency and specific hardware

usage during execution instead of addressing the real issue that is memory overhead.

In this chapter, we introduce the current state of art of parallel architectures for bio-

inspired computational models as well as the current state of the cloud computing

frameworks in scientific community. In particular, an analysis of the state of art of

simulation of Networks Evolutionary Processors - NEP is introduced.

3.1 Parallel architectures for similar bio-inspired com-

putational models

Many important contributions in the simulation and implementation of the bio-inspired

computational models have been reported in the last years. In particular, in the field of

Membrane Systems, specifically in the Transition P Systems model, there are sev-

eral contributions. The most recent contributions are: one related with P lingua

software framework simulating cell separation in [Pérez et al., 2014], other also re-

lated with P−Lingua but addressed the access to distributed resources by means of

Hadoop [Dı́ez et al., 2011], one approach to solve the bottleneck in the communica-

15
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tions of the distributed simulation [Jiménez, 2013] and a GPU’s hardware architecture

proposed in [Mart́ınez et al., 2014].

P–Lingua is a programming language for membrane computing which aims to be a

standard to define P systems. P–LinguaCore has been developed as a software frame-

work which is able to handle descriptions of P–Systems in input files (XML or in P–

Lingua format). In the definition extended of P−Lingua presented in [Dı́ez et al., 2011],

was explored the possible use of the Map Reduce paradigm [Dean and Ghemawat, 2004]

by means of its implementation by Hadoop. The authors have concluded that, although

it is possible and even could be efficient, Map Reduce is a natural way to store and

query big amounts of data in a distributed way. It seems, hence, artificial to store

P-Systems into a distributed database and to translate the semantics of the P-system

into a sequence of queries. We admit that it is an elegant solution, but we consider that

can be a rather artificial approach. Consequently we have discarded it as the basis for

a general methodology to simulate any natural computer.

In [Jiménez, 2013] is considered the drawback on the distribution of a specific prob-

lem among a set of processors. In this contribution, the simulation is performed in a

synchronous way, that is, all the nodes compute the next step of the simulation at the

same time, then they share their results and are ready for the next step. The load

of each computer could be balanced between two simulation steps. There is a master

processor in the cluster that is responsible of this task. The master, in addition, collects

all the results of all the processors to send to each one the data needed for the next

step. The master could also add or remove processors to the simulation in this moment.

The structure proposed in [Jiménez, 2013] could be sketched as follows:

• When run in distributed platforms this simulator is responsible of just a subdo-

main of the complete system, but, if only one computer is running the system, it

has to be able to do the whole work.

• Modules to split the domain and to communicate all the computers with each

other are also needed to complete the architecture. The authors have realized

that there already is an industrial protocol to cover this needs (AMQP: Advanced

Messaging Queuing Protocol [Oasis, 2015a]) whose brokers could are widely im-

plemented, for example, by RabbitMQ [Pivotal, 2015a]. AMQP provides a set of
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mechanisms (like exchanges, queues, bindings, topics, for example) able to tackle

all typical interprocess communication needs in a general and efficient way that

includes the possible access to distributed resources. The use of AMQP implies

the definition of the corresponding communications protocol needed for the sim-

ulator. It has to include messages to share information between the subdomains

run by each computer, but also message to enroll and leave the simulation and

to send the subdomain to new computers. The next Figure 3.1 taken of the work

introduced in [Jiménez et al., 2015], shows a typical deployment of this approach

that includes three types of nodes:

– Master, that should be named initial because this approach is not actually

following the typical master-slave approach described in previous paragraphs.

It is the first computer that starts the simulation.

– Proxy’s, or father nodes that has the power to split their domain to share it

with a new computer that enrolls the simulation.

– Slaves, that should be better named leaves, because are not able to split

their domains any more.

The focus of Figure 3.1 is on the relationship of the AMQP broker with the

computers. Each computer is supposed to have a copy of the simulator with a

wrapper to handle the messages, but only master and proxy nodes need a copy

of the broker running with the simulator.

From our point of view, this contribution is one of the most interesting approaches to

distributed simulation of natural computers.

On the other hand, GPU’s solution in [Mart́ınez et al., 2014] provides a low cost,

and a many core platform with a high level of parallelism. It has been already em-

ployed to speedup the simulation of P systems but the P systems based solutions must

be redesigned to be adapted to the GPU programming model in order to improve the

performance on the simulations. In particular, with this approach some versions of

models to solve the specific problem in which they are interested are deployed. Instead
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Figure 3.1: Graphical scheme of a typical deployment of a simulator with a general

methodology to simulate natural computers in a distributed way [Jiménez et al., 2015]

of following a general purpose approach, providing the researchers with general simu-

lators for any instance described with some pre-made formalism they rather write the

code to simulate the specific instance of the model under consideration.

3.2 Cloud architectures to general purpose applica-

tions

As mentioned in the Introduction chapter, massive cloud platforms have demonstrated

to be a suitable model for the provisioning of resources due to ease of access, cheap

reasources low maintenance. The cloud is also designed to scale and can be though

as a parallel and distributed framework to perform computation in general purpose

applications even though these are normaly web services.
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Key concepts about the cloud

The cloud is very wide term that may led to confusion. The following key concepts aim

to clarify possible misconceptions.

• Cloud application: When we state that Nepfix is a cloud application it’s because

it’s designed to run as a contained app in a cloud environment that provide the

platform itself as a service (PaSS). In theory Nepfix can be run in any cloud that

does not impose restrictions about an the use of an specific SDK, however, testing

is recommended since other limitations may apply. Examples of clouds we could

deploy Nepfix with the most notable characteristics are:

– Amazon Elastic Beanstalk: Straightforward deployment, provided elastic

IPs with load balancers and very cheap. Another plus for AWS is that the

app has no restrictions, it’s running in a common EC2 instance which in

essence is a Linux server. The main downside is that scaling must be done

manually in the sense of setting up scaling rules and monitors, this applies

for scaling up (more power and easy) but also scaling down (less power,

harder to get right but optimal).

– Heroku: Same properties as Amazon, Heroku is PaSS build on top of AWS.

The main benefit of Heroku is that at minimum scale, that is, only one virtual

machine with minimal specifications, the service is completely free and that is

the reason this platform is prefered for prototyping and testing with Nepfix.

The minimal heroku machine covers the needs for small problems, bigger

ones can be solved locally with the guarantee that if the cloud allowed it the

result would be identical.

– Other suitable platforms: Pivotal, Cloud Foundry... among many others

share most of the characteristics with Heroku and Amazon that make them

good candidates. Pricing varies and configuration files are required for each

but no code modification should be required to run Nepfix in them.

– Other platforms that can’t be used: In the cloud freedom and out of

the box features usually clash with each other. Some platforms are heavily
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sandboxed like Google AppEngine, Parse, AppScale, Force... so the plat-

form designers can make a lot of assumptions about your app either using

a restricted SDK or limiting the execution environment (modified JVM for

example). This sometimes allow incredible performance, scaling, fast inner

RPC and other positive properties desired for Nepfix.

The big downside is that this platforms are cloud only, you can not run the

same Nepfix code in your local datacenter or personal machine as you would

do in AppEngine, there is no way to reproduce the environment and services

provided and abstract them in the program is too costly to consider since

there is no clear common ground.

• Elastic computation: Elastic computation and scaling are the same term being

the former being the most acceptable way to refer to it. We say a computation

or system is elastic when the possibility of acquiring of freeing computational

resources (memory, extra CPU cores, extra machines) exists. Virtual machine

technology, every cloud is based on virtualization in massive data centers, and

operative systems are not yet ready to modify RAM or CPU at runtime, instead

fresh machine duplicates are created with new properties on the fly. When Nepfix

scales machines with identical functionality are added to the pool of what we

would consider workers until they are not needed anymore, stopped, and their

resources freed. As mentioned before scaling goes in both directions, more power

implies more costs, energy and resources in general and for that reason downscal-

ing is equally important.

In the last years, we are witnessing the consolidation of the on-demand cloud elas-

tic architectures as a suitable parallel and distributed framework to compute general

purpose applications. These architectures allow to increase the capacity or add capa-

bilities dynamically without investing in new infrastructure, training new personnel, or

licensing new software with both high processing power and storage capacity. It is a

completely new model of utilizing a computing infrastructure for the scientists since

high-performance computing systems are important in scientific computing.
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Compute resources, storage resources, as well as applications, can be dynamically

provisioned, deployed to the demand (elasticity) and integrated within the existing in-

frastructure on a pay per use basis. For these reasons, at present, we found high amount

of different applications in a wide-range of problems in several domains (e.g. bioinfor-

matics, big data, pattern recognition, pipeline processing, graph computations, etc), in-

cluding scientific ones [Tansley and K., 2009, Wall et al., 2010, Kajdanowicz et al., 2014]

running over cloud on-demand architectures. Some examples about bioninformatics ap-

plications using cloud infrastructures as Amazon, Azure, Blue Code, Nimbus, etc., and

programming models as Hadoop and Map Reduce are reported in [Jourdren et al., 2012,

Dalman et al., 2013, Hung and Hua, 2013].

In particular, in bioinformatics field many interesting developments have been re-

ported in the last years. For instance, a typical metabolic network model have been

performed on 20 virtual nodes in 24 hours and 23 minutes in a MapReduce approach

utilizing on-demand resources from a Cloud [Dalman et al., 2013], a computing ser-

vice combining SMAP and Hadoop frameworks deployed on a virtual cloud computing

platform to analyze of protein-ligand binding sites [Hung and Hua, 2013], and so much

more.

3.3 Related works in distributed simulation of NEP

model

Some preliminary multithreaded Java simulators for NEP model, developed as specific

purpose software applications, have been reported in [Dı́az et al., 2008] and also in

[Gómez-Canaval et al., 2013].

The first general purpose simulator of NEP model was jNep. jNep is a multi-

threaded Java simulator using massively parallel platforms for multicore desktop com-

puters through Java RMI protocol. jNep executes simulations over the same hardware

platform.

On the other hand, a parallel architecture based on clusters defining a master-slave

structure was proposed in [Navarrete et al., 2011, Navarrete, 2012]. These approach
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has proposed an interface based on MPI message passing, which was developed in C++

as mechanism for the communication. This simulator parallelizes any system that could

be expressed as a set of logical nodes that communicate with others. The simulation

is performed in a synchronous way, that is, all the nodes compute the next step of the

simulation at the same time, then they share their results and are ready for the next

step. The load of each computer could be balanced between two simulation steps and

it is executed by a master processor in the cluster. Other tasks in the master node

are: to collect results of all the processors to send to each one data needed for the next

step and either to add or remove processors to the simulation in a specific moment. In

general terms, the presence of the master becomes an important bottleneck that limits

the size of the problem being solved: only small instances of interesting problems could

be tackled before the system crashes due to lack of resources, and, hence, it can not be

used to solve general real life problems. The space constraints of simulators designed

to be run on just a unique, even powerful, computer. In these cases, once again, the

size of the problems that the system is able to solve are actually too small.

Main drawbacks of the current NEP simulators

In general, when both P systems as NEPs are simulated in conventional computers, the

exponential amount of temporal resources needed to solve NP-problems could become

an exponential amount of spatial resources [Dı́ez et al., 2011]. Therefore, these solutions

are not necessarily able to handle the size of non trivial problems within a massively

parallel environment and therefore present an important problem of scalability. In

addition, these solutions present drawbacks of reconfiguration and usability due the

researchers must write the code to simulate the specific instance of the model under

consideration.

The main general drawbacks of the current NEP simulators are described as follow:

Other characteristics and their main drawbacks :

• There is not exist a general methodology that takes into account the difficulties

discovered in previous approaches, to the distributed simulation of any natu-

ral computer. A general methodology implies, in our opinion, that new general
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purpose models of computation (like P-Systems or NEPs, for example) become

available to the researchers, as an alternative to classic von Neumann computers,

to solve their problems.

• A complete simulator of the natural computer under consideration is needed.

When run in distributed platforms this simulator will be responsible of just a

subdomain of the complete system, but, if only one computer is running the

system, it has to be able to do the whole work.

• Modules to split the domain and to communicate all the computers with each

other are also needed to complete a suitable architecture.

We remark that, these drawbacks also can be found in other bio-inspired computa-

tional approaches and therefore in its simulators.
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Chapter 4

General Architecture for NEP

simulation and distribution

4.1 Introduction

Nowadays, approaches described in section 3.3 presents many drawbacks such as: in-

herent difficulties both technical as financial ones associated with the access to massive

parallel hardware, the space constraints of simulators designed to be run on just a

unique, even powerful computer; the presence of the master cluster becomes an im-

portant bottleneck that limits the size of the problem being solved, their scalability,

etc. These drawbacks are some of the main reasons for which natural computers are

not widely used to solve real problems and therefore still remains a gap between the

theoretical definition of these models and their applicability. Therefore, we consider

that on-demand cloud elastic computing platforms are a potential solution to overcome

these limitations.

In this section, we present the first contribution of this project. This contribution

is a novel parallel distributed architecture to simulate NEPs using on-demand cloud

elastic computation. Our architecture must be provide flexibility, extensibility and

scalability in order to facilitate the development and the future refinements of our sim-

ulator Nepfix, which is introduced in the next chapter.
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As side note, regarding parallelism and concurrency we remember the following:

Parallelism and concurrency are different concepts. Both are related to several actions

happening simultaneously but concurrency implies communication or coordination to

solve a problem, while parallelism does not. Nodes in NEPs can be considered parallel

since they are isolated from the rest of the nodes while processing (like a cell). The

connections on the other hand are concurrent, since proper synchronization is required

to communicate words processed in the previous step. The parallel part of the problem

is solved locally, while the distribution handles the concurrent aspects of the system.

4.2 On-demand cloud elastic computation architec-

ture

In this section, we introduce our parallel distributed architecture to simulate NEPs us-

ing on-demand cloud elastic computation. We start from fact that for simulating NEP

model in computational platform, it is necessary to develop software and hardware

architectures preserving the intrinsic parallel and distributed character of the model.

Nowadays, it is clear that one nearest possibility, in order to provide actually both high

parallelism and distribution as close as possible at the NEP nature, is to use cloud

computing.

It is important to note that the architecture described in this chapter, is one level

of abstraction above the actual Nepfix implementation. We have analyzed that two

simulation models can be needed in the NEP implementation, namely: asynchronous

and synchronous models. Although theoretical definition of NEP model is actually

synchronous (as is their bio-inspired nature) we consider that asynchronous nature of

some real problems can be interesting in order to be modeled. Thus, we defined two

variants , asynchronous and synchronous models, both running on the same platform

with totally different outcome, limitations and capabilities.
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4.2.1 Informal description of our approach

Nepfix architecture has a very clear goal, namely: separate execution from distribution.

The theoretical model is stable enough, if we were to create a single piece of software

to simulate NEPs locally fundamental changes are not expected about how it behaves

following the black box model. On the contrary distribution model, which implies a

communication model, while not only totally open, it’s far for completed. Cloud exe-

cution represents one of the many possibilities to solve the problem of running big NP

problems optimally, the right may path lies in other technologies but the field is too

immature to make a conclusion. Another goal, not so fundamental, is that the only

limitations or restrictions the simulator may present should be the ones related to the

implicit machine that is running it, meaning that if there are more resources available

bigger problems should be solved in a reasonable amount of time without modifying

the program at all. It’s important to emphasize that the bottleneck in NEP simulation

with the current technology is that the number of words in memory usually grows ex-

ponentially and the only real, as in technologically acceptable, solution is to split the

NEP domain between different machines.

With that ideas in mind we can clearly see the need of the two components that

Nepfix is made of:

• A local simulator for NEPs:

This logical component should be an application that contains the logic related

to NEP execution and nothing else.

• A remote interface:

This logical component should be also an application that makes direct use of the

simulator by handling incoming external communications request and sending said

requests to other remote interfaces for Nepfix. The module won’t be responsible

for NEP processing or logic. The idea of a remote interface might be too abstract

at this point, a quick overview about how we can accomplish this in the cloud

is the following: In order to communicate NEP in remote machines we use the

most supported cloud protocol, that is, HTTP. The distribution is accomplished
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by running an HTTP server written in Spring with an embedded simulator. The

interface exposed by the server will be used either by other servers directly (HTTP

calls) or by messaging an intermediary server using TCP protocol. Specific details

will be discussed in the corresponding chapters.

Figure 4.1: Diagram representing the main modules of Nepfix architecture

The second fundamental characteristic about Nepfix architecture is how to we define

and execute a NEP. In order to do so we follow two steps, namely:

• Describe de NEP in text file with JSON format:

JavaScript Object Notation or JSON is a text format that is language independent

but uses conventions that are familiar to all programmers, making it a good

candidate for data representation for our project. The benefits of using JSON

over other data format like XML are that JSON is has a well known and easy to

read syntax as well flexibility when defining the model. In addition there is no

need to maintain a schema speeding up the development process, the structure

is very basic. The JSON file for NEP definition in Nepfix can be seen as a

metalanguage that can be used to specify the nodes, filters an processors of a

NEP without the need of defining a new syntax, JSON objects and JSON arrays

are sufficient to describe both the network and it is properties.

• Map the NEP definition to a Nepfix instance:

In order to execute a NEP locally the file as well as initial input will be arguments
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of how a NEP could be defined, parsed and created as a plain Java

object

to the program. When running a NEP using the remote interface the NEP must

be stored in the server’s memory using an unique identifier and then run. If a

NEP is split in multiple subdomains each must be registered in any number of

machines before running a computation, otherwise the simulation will fail.

4.3 Software modules of Nepfix cloud elastic archi-

tecture

As stated before separation of concerns is desired and as a result simulation and distri-

bution are clearly divided in two software, as in independent and separable compilation

units. Modules that pack more functionality besides simulation and distribution re-

spectively. Utility classes and bridges for different clouds are also part of the project.

• NEP simulator: contains all the code related to NEP definition of loading, val-

idation, local execution. This module expects communication with remote NEPs

via HTTP, AMPQ or any communication protocol chosen, but does not imple-

ment the associated logic, the communication is abstracted by a common interface

implemented in the server module. The simulator behaves as a traditional Java

program and be executed without any other dependency. In the asynchronous

implementation described in Chapter 5 the simulator could be considered a mono-
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lithic application while synchronous implementation will split the simulator in it’s

several functional elements, mainly local communication and execution.

• HTTP Server: contains a Spring application capable of processing HTTP re-

quest related to handling in memory registration of NEPs and execution of com-

putation requests among other control tasks. The server depends on the simulator

and does not contain any logic related to NEPs execution apart from handling the

input to the specific simulator instance and sending the words to remote NEPs

if needed. The Spring server can be deployed as long as JVM is installed and a

HTTP port is available, Spring applications are self-contained.

4.4 NEP simulation, logical and technical overview

Nepfix is an open source project aimed to be a generic, extensible and scaling solution

for NEPs simulation based on the our on-demand cloud elastic architecture introduced

previously. One of the main goals of Nepfix is to provide a tool to assure the feasibility

of NEPs as a computation paradigm being able to solve practical problems along tra-

ditional programs, delegating specific parts of a problem to be solved with Nepfix, or

replacing them altogether.

Nepfix project is fully written in Java 8 and it’s built using Gradle. Other languages

were considered like Go for the concurrency model, Scala for its functional properties,

or Python for ease of development. We use Java for the following reasons:

• It allows to Nepfix to provide portability across different cloud environments since

it is widely supported (Amazon AWS, Heroku, Pivotal, etc).

• The local deployment is straightforward since no installation is required apart

from the Java Virtual Machine.

• It has and excellent community support and finally, has a great variety of frame-

works and toolls like Spring which is used as the HTTP facade for our simulator.

Now we briefly describe in a technical way some properties both the simulator and

the server must have in order to properly execute in the cloud and locally with both
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efficiency and independence of the actual backend. This ideas or principles may not

apply to all cloud architectures, but they are properties any cloud implementation

should aim for when simulating NEPs.

From an high level point of view the main technical issues of the simulation are

control of parallelism and efficient use of memory. Some restrictions are imposed by

the cloud (stateless or functional style works very well, limited CPU time or memory,

etc.), others are derived from technical limitations or potential issues in the long run

related to software design. In order to achieve an acceptable level of performance for the

simulator we have defined three novel mechanisms that should be followed. Note that

during active development of Nepfix while good code practices were followed premature

optimization was avoided at all cost, exploring the feasibility was the main goal, not

results.

Referential transparency, or stateless servers processors, filters or any other

NEP component that takes part in the computation, should not mutate the state

of the NEP if possible. In fact, the NEP instance should be completely stateless

resulting in referential transparency, same input will always produce the same

result. This assumption does not hold in some NEP variants required to solve a

specific kind of selection problems and therefore they won’t be supported for now.

Low memory footprint, memory overflow should only be caused by the

immutability of words: The simulator and NEP instance should be minimal in

the sense that they should behave as a pure function over the words that conform

a configuration to produce the next. Avoiding unnecessary allocations during the

execution while guaranteeing the immutability of words is must have in order to

reason about system behaviour and correct execution. Local optimizations are

possible but they are not worth the implementation effort, NEP mechanisms like

efficient filters should handle word overflow. This mechanism, if well implemented,

essentially allows to execute bigger problems by fitting more words into memory.

The importance of this point becomes more relevant when we consider that Nepfix

is designed as a service, meaning that it may store a big number of NEP definitions

at any given moment. Another important aspect is that memory in the cloud is
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generally cheap unless we want fast memory, Nepfix does not rely on large heaps

available but ignoring machines have hard memory limits is the main risk for a

computation failure.

Definition of a local queue of computations: parallelism levels in cloud envi-

ronments are usually restricted, controlling a queue of future computations that

are consumed by a thread pool becomes a necessity to abstract the limitation.

Proper NEPs execute with complete parallelism (1:1 node to core), however in a

real environment each node will share physical cores of the machine with the rest

of the processors and surely the number of cores available for the simulator will

be much lower than the number of actual processors. In order to provide the sim-

ulator a similar level of parallelism compared to the mathematical NEP model

a fixed pool of threads is defined. This pool executes any instruction queued,

usually resulting in new instructions or an output. It is possible to execute every

processor in it’s own thread using different approaches like green threads, simpli-

fying the program model but without performance benefits. We remark that this

implementation requires configuration of the JVM not always available in cloud

sandboxes [Oasis, 2015b].

Following the well known quality principles of scalable and reusable software architec-

tures, we define a three layer architecture based on pattern. In this context, interface

segregation and separation are consider. The core elements of the NEP capable of per-

forming any computation (namely, filters and processors), are abstracted by a simple

interface. This interface contains only one method able to accept the condition imposed

by the filtering strategy or to process in a evolutionary way. This simple design decision

allow us to maintain the Nepfix implementation concise and extensible. A high level

class diagram exhibiting these software design considerations is given in Figure 4.3.

To further extend the model a scripting processor based on Python is implemented.

In case the theoretical model advances or modifies the inner working of the processors

making the compiled version deprecated an alternative implementation in Python can

be declared when executing the NEP without any restrictions apart for some perfor-

mance degradation.
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Figure 4.3: Class diagram representing the most relevant classes and relationships in

the Simulator.

Spring Server

One of the main aspects of Nepfix is that it can be executed in our on-demand cloud

elastic architecture introduced previously in this section. In order to deploy our simu-

lator in this architecture, we have defined a Spring module which serves as a powerful

container. With this Spring module we are able to handle any HTTP incoming request

regarding computations, execute them and deliver results. The flow of information to

communicate with a Nepfix server relies in plain JSON as data format for input and

output over HTTP. The deployment flow of a Nepfix server using our cloud architec-

ture is represented by the Figure 4.4. Note that we do not need either database or

external services to launch the server. The following chapters will be dedicated to the

distribution aspects of Nepfix, some server details and execution strategies, namely

asynchronous and synchronous.

Additional information about the Spring project as a framework are out of the scope

of this project. Detailed documentation about the project can be found in the project

site [Pivotal, 2015b].
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Figure 4.4: Nepfix over on-demand cloud elastic architecture.



Chapter 5

Asynchronous Nepfix

implementation

The second contribution on this project apart from the simulation is Nepfix as an open

platform for natural computing. There is long way ahead until the system is ready

but one basic motivations to develop Nepfix is to create a service for the community.

Accessing the cloud to perform a computation is easy when the system is already

deployed and running, setting up the service on the other hand is not trivial and that

would be case since the code is open and a deployed version ready.

In this section we will also focus on the execution model and distribution strategy.

Both tighly coupled since decisions in one affect the other dramatically and therefore

are presented as a unit, both in this case and the synchronous revision.

5.1 Introduction

Asynchronous implementation is the first and simplest possible implementation of Nep-

fix. The fact the execution is a asynchronous is a consequence of the execution environ-

ment since it encouraged by most cloud platforms in order to save CPU time. In general

cloud architectures are build in order to support, scale and serve web applications. Said

common web applications follow the request-response pattern and asynchronous Nepfix

is an adaptation of that model that in turn will perform actual computing instead of
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serving a web page.

The theoretical background for a NEP states that computations are carried on by

alternating communication and evolutionary steps. However, evolutionary processors

generally ignore in which order words come or if there are several words as it’s input

(splicing/combining processors are the exception). Moreover it’s very common to design

a NEP that contains functional subdomains that just perform some kind of transforma-

tion over the input and give it back, for example, substitution of all repeated symbols

for another. The consequence of this common pattern is that usually the computation

can be performed without alternating communication and evolution, as soon as there

is processing to do a node will do it, deliver and wait for new work.

When performing very long computations the cost of synchronizing to alternate

communication while constant in time is actually very high although it’s a necessity

for some kind of NEPs. This means that an asynchronous implementation is an opti-

mization of one common kind of NEP designs but by any means it’s general solution,

therefore the synchronous version exists as presented in Chapter 6.

5.2 Key concepts

The key concepts to understand why the model it’s asynchronous and why or how it

works are understanding the HTTP request-response pattern and functional subdo-

mains:

• Request-response pattern:

This is the method HTTP uses to communicate. A client sends a request to a

server that will in turn return the requested inform ation. In Nepfix the request

will be a JSON object representing the details about the computation and the

result will be the output itself, that is, a set of words.

• Functional subdomains:

A functional subdomain is a variant of a NEP subdomain where the nodes of the

subgraph have a clear entry (multiple entry points are possible) and exactly one
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exit point connected to the calling node. The best way to identify this functional

subdomains it’s to look for subgraphs that perform an specific action over its

input in one or more evolutionary steps as if they were all done by a single node.

5.3 Asynchronous Execution Model

The basic idea behind asynchronous execution is to increase performance while solving

problems with a NEP. This execution model behaves like an event driven system (even

though the implementation does not rely on events), every node will wait until there is

a word to filter and modify and then deliver it to its connections. When a node has to

communicate with a remote server the filtering and modification will be masked under

a blocking HTTP request that in turn will cascade into another parallel asynchronous

computation essentially displacing the workload to another machine. There are no spe-

cial cases for this behavior, all nodes follow the same rules. As a result in this model

there is no distinction about an user requesting a computation by doing an HTTP re-

quest or a server performing the same action. Servers are completely independent of

one another and the only established contract is following the expected JSON structure

in both requests and responses.

Since every remote node can be considered a fully functional NEP regardless of

being a subdomain or not when requesting computations the termination conditions

must be adjusted in the intermediate requests in order to obtain the desired result,

these conditions are specified beforehand in the NEP definition file. Examples of this

are limiting the maximum number of configurations or including a limit to the words

the NEP can output.

A sample NEP where this execution model would be ideal is the following:

As we can see observed in the Figures 5.1 and 5.2, three functional subdomains can be

clearly identified in order to perform simulation in 3 logical machines. They only have

one input and one output connecting to the same node, making them good candidates

to distribute.
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Figure 5.1: Sample NEP with functional subdomains

Figure 5.2: Diagram representing how the NEP would split, scale and execute. Every

circle represents a server managed by the cloud load balancers. Servers communicate

using plain HTTP requests that blocks until completion.

When we execute the NEP we would achieve a structure similar to the one presented

in 5.2. Since servers are stateless we don’t get to choose which machine we are com-

municating with, they might be more than one instance of a subdomain is the demand

is high but since the implementations follows the referential transparency principle it

does not matter, scaling is automatically solved by load balancing. There is also no

distinction between inbound or outbound communication, if our NEP had exactly three
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nodes, that is, we have as many machines as nodes (ideal case for parallelism but not

optimal) the diagram would be the same.

5.4 Restrictions

The fact that an asynchronous execution is an optimization that can not be applied to

all cases it imposes some limitations at the moment of translating the model to other

scenarios. The most notable ones are the following:

• Not all subdomains are possible: as introduced in previous sections not all

splits are possible. The main restriction while identifying one subdomain is that

it can only have one output connection and it must be to the calling node. Very

dense graphs or complete graphs may not split at all.

• Non deterministic output: since we are dealing with asynchronous computing

ordering in output is not guaranteed so NEPs that depend on finding the best

solution depending on how many configurations a word has passed by are not pos-

sible. On the other hand ordering can be easily emulated adding some meta-data

to the words like in which configuration they were generated and then producing

the output sorted by these values.

• Long lived computations may fail (+15 minutes): this restriction is im-

posed by the platform and not by the implementation itself. Unless a dedicated

cloud machine is used common web workers will drop long computations after a

timeout, usually around de 10 to 15 minute mark. If desired cloud environment

allows configuration of this timeout the restriction can be ignored.
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Chapter 6

Synchronous Nepfix implementation

6.1 Introduction

Synchronous implementation is the second execution model for the Nepfix project. It

is also the second iteration or revision of project Nepfix. The asynchronous implemen-

tation presented some serious drawbacks regarding the correct execution of the model

as well as some technical debt that had to be addressed along with adding some new

functionalities to the simulator.

This iteration serves as a proof of concept of how to implement a synchronized

distributed computing system using some proven technologies such as RabbitMQ inside

a cloud environment. The new set of problems that emerge unrelated to Nep simulation

itself makes the system more complex relative to the asynchronous version since there

is no easy way around concurrent distributed systems, specific problems usually require

specific solutions. Some of the operations presented are conceptually simple but require

precise crafting to implement correctly.

In the following sections key concepts, some implementation details, solved problems

as well as possible alternatives are discussed.
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6.2 Key concepts

The following concepts are the base of distributing and synchronizing Nepfix. Since

specific implementation details are not as relevant (as in software architecture) for the

scope of this chapter they are left out for the reader to check in the source code available

in [Orgaz et al., 2015].

• Message Server: the message server is a dedicated application which a distinc-

tive purpose: handling incoming messages for external nodes and routing them to

their destiny. The message server ignores message data or any other properties

not related to routing serving just a as intermediary. The implementation of the

message server is based on a well known and proven message protocol Advanced

Message Queuing Protocol. The Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP)

is an open standard for passing business messages between applications or organi-

zations. In this project specifically the RabbitMQ implementation is used. This

server can be deployed in any machine without any specific configuration and all

Nepfix messages will be handled by it.

• Node: a node in synchronous Nepfix is an application capable of listening for

incoming computation requests using HTTP and handle messages sent by the

message server in order to make the computation advance. A node is a passive

agent, meaning that it will only perform operations as a result of an incoming

message requesting some operation.

• Master Node: a specific case of a Node with all it’s capabilities that also orches-

trates the messages sent to other nodes participating in the computation. The

master node is selected for each computation and it’s the one containing the input

node (as in Nep formal model). In addition, the master node will also serve as

a synchronization point for all the servers in the network and as a computation

handler: starting, advancing, stopping and serving results. The fact that a mas-

ter node exists does not imply a master-slave architecture since pending tasks are

never centralized in one node.
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6.3 Synchronous Execution Model

The execution model used to simulate the theoretical NEP model tries to follow the

same principles leaving aside possible optimizations. Nodes compute in parallel during

a single configuration but synchronize when starting and finishing their work, meaning

that there are not parallel configurations being computed. Essentially every node follows

a process of await-compute-notify until the problem is solved (no words left in the

system) or the termination condition for the network is satisfied (get any number of

outputs, get to a certain configuration, timeout, etc.).

The programming ideas to support this kind of behavior are based on message

passing between nodes, a master node and the message server. In order to manage the

growing complexity the single responsibility system is applied when possible, examples

of this are:

1. NEP Simulator simplification: In this version of Nepfix, NEP simulator only

job is to advance its input, that is, a set of words, from one configuration to the

next. Other tasks such as word routing, termination detection, communication

with other NEPs are left for a NEP executor.

2. NEP executor: a NEP executor is a simple component that wraps around a NEP

simulator and perform some basic computing tasks like the ones mentioned above

but also behaves accordingly to the execution context. When running Nepfix as

a local application there is no need to synchronize and communicate with other

machines so the overhead is removed without affecting the core simulation process.

In order to support the synchronization mechanisms as well as communication in

general different kind of messages are exchanged between the nodes:

1. Step messages: the master node will send a message to every other node indi-

cating that the computation has to be done. This message expects an equivalent

reply meaning the step is completed by each node achieving synchronization.

2. Word related messages: when a node performs a computation the output

words usually will be the input for another node in the NEP either in the same
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Figure 6.1: Sample Nepfix functional subdomain in asynchronous perspective. Note

the connection marked in red, just to illustrate that subdomains are not restricted in

any way. This was not possible with the asynchronous implementation.

node or a remote one. A node may receive at any this message and store the

words until the next step message is processed.

3. Meta messages: in order to correctly links nodes information is required by

Nepfix. This includes which identifiers for routing messages, which node is par-

ticipating in a NEP along with other configuration parameters.

Among the different approaches to solve communication between process in a

distributed system the one based on message passing has a good performance, low

overhead in the nodes (in exchange of a complex message server) and relatively

easy implementation or language specific solutions like RPC or Java RMI.

This are some sample logs for a very simple problem that illustratre the messages

exchanged by two servers while solving a problem. The relevant sections are

related to how the master node requests other nodes to do steps (Sent action -¿

step: 0) and wait for them to finish. This happens for every configuration the

simulator loops until one output is given as an example for this case.

This process could be better illustrated with the figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5.

Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.9 show the internal RabbitMQ that Nepfix creates and handles

to solve a simple problem consisting of two nodes.
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Figure 6.2: After splitting the sudomains we the computation can begin, the master

node will send the message to the workers.

Figure 6.3: The message server handles and routes the messages to the workers that

are registered for the problem.
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Figure 6.4: Compute and send words to other servers if needed. Node 2 sends a “c”

to Node 3 (addWords message), Node 1 (Master) awaits for the others to finish before

starting the cycle again.

Figure 6.5: Step complete, the cycle can begin again with 6.2.

Figure 6.6: Initial state, no servers have joined Nepfix network.

Figure 6.7: We add two servers to solve a simple problem represented by their queues.
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Figure 6.8: In the middle of the computation new queues created for the NEP “basic-

Nep”.

Figure 6.9: Multiple parallel executions are possible, for the same NEP or a different

one.

Logs showing the execution

Logs show the execution of the system can be found interesting since they reflect the

chain of messages nodes exchanges as well as some meta-messages:

Server startup - Master Node

Server s t a r t ed

Server l i s t e n i n g on : amq . gen−bPOdMVXyvAD0P9TrqkNGxA

Broadcast ing s e rv e r queue : amq . gen−bPOdMVXyvAD0P9TrqkNGxA

Message r e c e i v ed with ac t i on : S NEW SERVER

Message r e c e i v ed with ac t i on : S NEW SERVER REPLY

Message r e c e i v ed with ac t i on : S NEW SERVER

Broadcast ing new nep : basicNep

Message r e c e i v ed with ac t i on : S NEW NEP
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Solving the problem - Master Node
Server amq . gen−m5WMvFfKEgzp I92Ajk2jg ready to compute 8

Nep l i s t e n i n g on : amq . gen−D1O8oA4An8qUV08hH0CqVA

Sent ac t i on −> s tep : 0

Computing . . .

Got ac t i on <− Reply to step

Sent ac t i on −> addWords count : 1

−− Step completed

−−−−−− ALL Steps Completed

Sent ac t i on −> s tep : 1

Computing . . .

−− Step completed

Got ac t i on <− Reply to step

−−−−−− ALL Steps Completed

Sent ac t i on −> s tep : 2

Computing . . .

−− Step completed

Got ac t i on <− Added words : 1

Got ac t i on <− Reply to step

−−−−−− ALL Steps Completed

Sent ac t i on −> s tep : 3

Computing . . .

−− Step completed

Got ac t i on <− Reply to step

−−−−−− ALL Steps Completed

Waiting for workers to f i n i s h .

S u c c e s s f u l l y waited for workers to f i n i s h .

Server startup - Worker Node
Server s t a r t ed

Server l i s t e n i n g on : amq . gen−m5WMvFfKEgzp I92Ajk2jg

Broadcast ing s e rv e r queue : amq . gen−m5WMvFfKEgzp I92Ajk2jg

Message r e c e i v ed with ac t i on : S NEW SERVER

Message r e c e i v ed with ac t i on : S NEW SERVER REPLY

Message r e c e i v ed with ac t i on : S NEW SERVER REPLY

Message r e c e i v ed with ac t i on : S NEW NEP

Broadcast ing new nep : basicNep

Solving the problem - Worker Node
Message r e c e i v ed with ac t i on : S COMPUTATION STARTED

Nep l i s t e n i n g on : amq . gen−X mQ0jFqejTu7PnQnE3awQ

Got ac t i on <− Do step

Computing . . .

−− Step completed

Sent ac t i on −> s tep completed : 1

Got ac t i on <− Added words : 1

Got ac t i on <− Do step

Computing . . .

−− Step completed

Sent ac t i on −> s tep completed : 2

Got ac t i on <− Do step

Computing . . .

Sent ac t i on −> addWords count : 1

−− Step completed

Sent ac t i on −> s tep completed : 3

Got ac t i on <− Do step

Computing . . .

−− Step completed

Sent ac t i on −> s tep completed : 4

Message r e c e i v ed with ac t i on : S COMPUTATION FINISHED

Waiting for workers to f i n i s h .

S u c c e s s f u l l y waited for workers to f i n i s h .



Chapter 7

Simulation with Nepfix

In this chapter, it is presented some simple simulations in order to show Nepfix is able

to simulate NEP model in a practical and simple way. The simulations performed in

this section are based on the asynchronous implementation, however, the models (NEP

definitions) are identical for both cases and from the observer point of view the only

possible difference is the order in which the results are presented.

The problem presented and solved in this chapter is a linear one and not the NP

problems a NEP aims to solve. However, work with an NP problem are in progress.

Specifically the 3 color problem (how to color a graph with 3 colors without 2 colors

colliding) is solved using NEPs and adaptation to execute it using Nepfix is close to

be ready. The results regarding this advanced use of the simulator are left out for this

work and will be presented in future publications.

7.1 Solving the Fizzbuzz problem

In order to show a basic and simple execution of the asynchronous model of Nepfix

simulator in a fun real program, we propose use a modified version of FizzBuzz problem.

The definition of original problem is the following: “Write a program that prints the

numbers from 1 to N. For multiples of three print fizz instead of the number and for

the multiples of five print buzz. For numbers which are multiples of both three and five
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print fizzbuzz” [Rees, 2002].

A basic implementation written in Haskell for this problem would be:

Listing 7.1: Haskell program for Fizzbuzz problem

f i z z b u z z n = [ f i z zbuzz ’ i | i <− [ 1 . . n ] ,

l e t

f i z zbuzz ’ i

| i ‘mod ‘ 15 == 0 = ” f i z z b u z z ”

| i ‘mod ‘ 5 == 0 = ”buzz”

| i ‘mod ‘ 3 == 0 = ” f i z z ”

| otherw i s e = show i ]

Now, we define a NPEP algorithm for the Fizzbuzz problem.

Given an alphabet Σ = {a} we define a NPEP Γ able to generate all w ∈ Σ∗ where

3 ≤ |w| ≤ n for any n ∈ N such that

mod(|w|,m) = 0


if m = 3 printed result is the word fizz

if m = 5 printed result is the word buzz

if m = 3 ∧m = 5 printed result is the word fizzbuzz

where mod(|w|,m) = 0, such that m ∈ N, means that |w| is multiple of m.

The formal definition of Γ = (V, U,G,R, ϕ, xI , xO) is as follows:

• V = {a} and U = V ∪ {a′, ā, â, ă, ã, b, b′, c, c′, f, z} are the input and network

alphabet respectively.

• G is the underlying graph defined as in Figure 7.1.

• R is a mapping as is given in Table 7.1.

• ϕ is given by:

ϕ(a) = 1, ϕ(b) = 3, ϕ(c) = 5, ϕ(b′) = −4, ϕ(c′) = −6

ϕ(a′) = ϕ(ā) = ϕ(â) = ϕ(ă) = ϕ(ã) = −1

ϕ(f) = ϕ(z) = 100.
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Figure 7.1: Γ graph for Fizzbuzz problem

• xI , xO ∈ XG are the input and the output node of Γ respectively.
In order to generate and to evaluate the n first natural numbers, Γ must generate n

number of computations, then Γ halts in the n configuration.

Node Mx αx Node Mx αx

XI ε→ a 0 X1 a→ a′, a→ ā, a→ â +

X2 a→ a′, a→ ā, a→ â, a→ ă, a→ ã + X3 ε→ b -

X4 a′ → a, ā→ a, â→ a 0 X5 b→ b′ +

X6 ε→ f - X7 ε→ c -

X8 a′ → a, ā→ a, â→ a, ă→ a, ã→ a 0 X9 c→ c′ +

X10 ε→ z - XO b′ → ε, c′ → ε +

Table 7.1: Parameters definition of the nodes in the G

Note that input node (xI) generates words representing the n first natural numbers

(the length of each word represent a particular n ∈ N). Nodes X1, X3, X4, X5 and X6

are the nodes generating the words which length is multiple of 3. Each one of these

words is marked with the f symbol, which represents the fizz string. In a similar way,

nodes X2, X7, X8, X9 and X10 generate the words which length is multiple of 5. Note

that the nodes X2 and X6 are connected suggesting that, this is a path followed by the

words which lengths are both multiples of 3 and 5. Finally, all the words representing

natural numbers between 3 and n are collected in xO node.

To solve this problem using Nepfix we start from the previous definition of Γfizz

which will be execute it the same way that a traditional program as Code 7.1. A

Nepfix definition for Γfizz is a plain file in JSON format that contains three sections:
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processors, filters and nodes (network) as is given in Code 7.2. Optionally a network

identifier is given since a Nepfix server may contain multiple NEPs.

Listing 7.2: JSON definition for a Γfizz

{
” networkId ” :” f i z z b u z z ” ,

” p r o c e s s o r D e f i n i t i o n s ” : [

. . .

] ,

” f i l t e r D e f i n i t i o n s ” : [

. . .

] ,

”network ” : [

. . .

]

}

In terms of Nepfix code, filters and processors definition is equivalent. They require and

id, a kind or class and optional arguments. Nepfix will instantiate the corresponding

class and initialize the elements with the given arguments. There is no need to modify

existing simulator code to add new processor or filters, only the specific element logic

must be coded.

Listing 7.3: Processor definition for a x ∈ XG of Γfizz

{
” p r o c e s s o r D e f i n i t i o n s ” : [

{
” id ” :” r e p l a c e A−B” ,

” c l a s s ” : ” com . nep f i x . sim . e lements . Rep laceProcessor ” ,

” args ” :{
” t a r g e t ” : ” a ” ,

” replacement ” :” b”

}
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}
]

}

Nodes of the graph are declared in a similar way. Properties of the node followed by

the connections. Every node must have a processor and a filter and every connection

must have a filter (identity filters and processors are provided). Optionally a node

can be marked as input and a connection can be marked as output for the NEP (see

Code 7.4).

Listing 7.4: Nepfix network definition

{
”network ” : [

{
” id ” :” sampleNode ” ,

” p ro c e s s o r Id ” :” r e p l a c e A−B” ,

” input ” : f a l s e ,

” f i l t e r I d ” :” acceptA l l ” ,

” connec t i ons ” : [

{
” nodeId ” :” otherNode ” ,

” f i l t e r I d ” :” acceptA l l ”

} ,

{
” f i l t e r I d ” :” acceptA l l ” ,

” output ” : t rue

}
]

}
]

}

To allow Nepfix to communicate with other NEPs in remote machines nodes in the
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graph can be declared as remote. A remote node is conceptually the same as a local

node but the processor logic is replaced by an HTTP call to remote NEP. Since this call

is a separate computation maximum results and timeout properties must be specified

as well as the URL where the remote Nepfix instance is located. A fragment of code

shows this configuration is presented in Code 7.5. This kind of connfiguration only

applies to asynchronous version.

Listing 7.5: Nepfix remote configuration

{
” id ” :” remote ” ,

” remote ” : true ,

” remoteAddress ” : ” https : // nep f i x . herokuapp . com” ,

” networkId ” :”1” ,

”maxResults ” : 1 ,

” t i m e o u t M i l l i s ” :1000 ,

” f i l t e r I d ” :” acceptA l l ” ,

” connec t i ons ” : [

{
” f i l t e r I d ” :” acceptA l l ” ,

” nodeId ” :”2”

}
]

}

Figure 7.2: Curl command for Γfizz execution

In order to perform the computation of Γfizz, a definition path must be given to the

local program or uploaded to the remote server using HTTP. Once the Γfizz is cor-
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rectly loaded a computation may be performed. Using the Curl command presented

in Figure 7.2, computation will be requested being the number of “a” in the input the

counter.

Γfizz complete implementation can be found in the project resources and it’s also avail-

able at [Orgaz et al., 2015].
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Chapter 8

Conclusions, results and future

work

8.1 Conclusions

• In this project, it is proposed an adequate and viable alternative to simulate NEPs

in a distributed way by means two contributions, namely: a novel on-demand

cloud elastic architecture and a parallel and distributed framework named Nepfix.

• We conclude with Nepfix development that it is possible to generate a scalable

simulation environment that uses on-demand elastic cloud while providing an

easy-to-use, flexible and reusable framework to simulate any bio-inspired algo-

rithm of the NEP models family.

• Up until now, cloud architectures is rarely employed in the field of bio-inspired

computational models based in theory of formal languages. We have proved that

our approach utilizing on-demand resources from a Cloud is suitable to perform

simulation tasks for solutions of complex problems including NP complete prob-

lems.

• From a computational viewpoint, we could conclude that this distributed im-

plementation of NEPs neither imposes any additional constraint to the inherent
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capability of the computers involved in the simulation, nor adds any computa-

tional cost than the needed to the communication by means of the efficient HTTP

protocol.

• From a conceptual viewpoint, we could consider our approach as a kind of opti-

mization to the general methodology for simulating a natural computer. As any

optimization, it takes advantage of some specific characteristic of NEPs. The

most obvious is that NEPs topology is static, that is, it does not change while

the NEPs evolve (that is not at all the general case). This is why we can simplify

the communications module: each computer has a Java simulator for NEPs and

a HTTP server to communicate to each other. By contrast, in the general case,

we would need an independent broker to create more complex structures (i.e.

exchanges or queues).

• Finally, we consider that the development of computational frameworks as Nepfix

are a first step to minimize the gap between the NEP models and their applica-

bility to real complex problems.

8.2 Results

Three main results can be exhibited with the development of this project, namely:

1. In our knowledge, Nepfix is the first framework simulating bio-inspired computa-

tional models in a high massively parallel distributed architecture based on cloud

architectures. We consider that Nepfix is an important contribution to the sci-

entific community that investigate about NEP implementations solving complex

real problems.

2. According the result above, Nepfix is a open source project and all technical

and development details are available in [Orgaz et al., 2015]. It is an important

contribution in order to achieve a final and definitive version of Nepfix to the

scientific community.
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3. A research publication emerged of this project was published in an international

journal named “Advances in Computational Intelligence” volume 9094 of Lecture

Notes in Computer Science, Springer International Publishing, 2015 (see refer-

ence [Gómez-Canaval et al., 2015]). This publication emerged of their presenta-

tion in the International Work Conference on Artificial Neural Networks

- IWANN , the past 10-12 June of 2015 as a research paper within special session

“Computing Languages with Bio-Inspired Devices and Multi-Agent Systems”.

8.3 Future work

The current state of Nepfix while not production ready can be used to perform any kind

of controlled complex simulations. However, a lot work fronts are left open in order to

solve some problems related to NEP model itself (optimization) as well as providing

some core functionality.

Now, we mentioned the main aspects not addressed in this first version, which

constitute our immediate future work:

• Nep splitting: Nepfix application is designed to run in any machine capable

of connecting to a network so basically any machine can join a Nepfix network

and handle some sections of the computation. One interesting use case for this

capability is performing long running computations (lasting for weeks or even

months) with varying resources, that is, with computers joining and leaving the

network at any time. Despite the fact that Nepfix abstracts the number of nodes

participating in an active computation before it starts some invariant assumptions

about the network are made when the master node is selected. The system is

stateful because words are stored (among other information) and synchronization

requires some control variables. This means that splitting a problem requires

taking into account many factors apart from moving son filters and processors to

a new machine that must be reasoned with caution due to possible data races and

eventual inconsistencies in the system. The same ideas apply for nodes leaving

the network.
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• Error recovery: handling errors in pure distributed systems (nothing is central-

ized like in this case) is complicated due to information loss. If for any reason a

machine fails mid-computation the memory and therefore the words it stored are

lost and the system will likely fail. One possible way, and presumably the best

one, to become resilient about single machine failures is replication, for single

machines or for the whole system state every so many computations in order to

recover from a certain point in time.

• Scaling: scaling stateless applications is easy, tools like load balancers and com-

puting platforms has solved that problem already. On the other hand scaling a

machine that carries state with it is not feasible since you can’t just duplicate the

machine without duplicating the memory or you would have an inconsistent sys-

tem. NEP model is based on the generation of an exponenetial amount words and

then perform basic operations on them, meaning the processing capacity gain has

almost no impact. The scaling solution for Nepfix relies on runtime NEP splitting

to the point every NEP’s node is mapped to a single physical machine.

• Optimization: Synchronization between machines is very expensive are the ex-

ecution model based on evolutionary step becomes really inefficient when NEPs

are complex and independent branches (as in graphs) can be found. Diamond

like graphs are examples of this pattern, the only synchronization point required

is in the last node but the model stops execution in every intermediate step. If we

consider a node as synchronization point we can conclude that there is no need to

synchronize at all if exactly one incoming connection from another node, however

high level loops and nested loops make this task harder since it’s hard to reason

about how to minimize synchronization points.
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